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A Si bipolar multi-Gbit/s logic fanily with 50 ohm load driving capability
is developed. To achieve high performance, Super Self-aligned process Technology
(SST) is adopted. To optimize circuit parameters and transistor sLze, a hi-ghly
accurate transistor rnodel is constructed, which agrees well with measured fcharac teristics . New ci.rcuit conf igurati-on is introduced f or multi-Gbit/s ,t"ul
The family operates up to about 4 Gbit/s and is of sufficiently
superior
performance for a future optical fiber transmission system.

Introduc tion

more, the doped polysilicon technique makes it
possible to form stable shallow junctionsl a
small base width of 0.07 pm is achieved. Consequently, a high cut-off frequency (ff) of I2,3
GHz is obtained at Var= 3 V.

The future very high-speed optical fiber
transmission system and high-speed digital
system will require very high-speed logic ICs
operatj-ng up to the multi-Gbit/s level at performance. A Si bipolar technology is one of the
most promising candidates from the perspective
of high-speed and high driving capability with
low power dissipation. In this paper we describe
a Si bipolar multi-Gbit/s logic family with a 50
ohm load driving capability. The family consists
of several kinds of ECL compatible logics (e.g.
0R/NOR, D-F/F) and special logics for transmission systems (e.g. decision circuit). The family
operates up to about 4 Gbit/s, which is achieved
through the following three key technologies;
(1) Super Self-aligned process Technology (SST)l)
(2) highly accurate transistor mode1, and
(3) new circuit configuration.
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Cross-sectional view of NpN transistor
using SST
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Accurate Transistor

A cross-sectional view of an NPN transistor
in Fig.1. The
using the SST is illustrated
process
of
were al.ready
steps
the
SST
fabrication
reported in reference (t). The main features of
the SST are a minute transistor structurel a 0.5
;ln wide-emitter, a 0.3 pm wide-base contact, and
a 0.3 7:m base-emitter space. Such a small emitter
and external base region reduce base.resistance
and base-collector junction capacitance. Futher-

lulodel

To predict circui.t performance in the multiGbit/s region and to optimize circuit parameters
and transistor si.ze, a highly accurate transistor
rnodel should be constructed, which agrees well
with measured f, vs. collector current(Ic)
characteristics over a wide Ic range.
For this purpose, it is important to determine whether or not the two-dimentional effect
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i-s neglected for such a kind of submicron-emitter
transistor. Then one- and two-dimensional device

analysis is done to investigate f, characteristics for the transistor structure of Fig. l'
using the device simulator tRANAl,2). The results
are shown in Fig.Z. The ft peak values are
obtai-ned for 13 Glz at Ic=O.7 uA by twodimensional analysis, and Lg GHz at lc=l.15 mA
by one-dimensional analysis, respectively. There
is a significant difference. Thus, it j-s confirmed that the two-dimensional effect, the
so-cal1ed emitter-crowding effect must be taken
into account when fitting the f, curve for even
this minute transistor structure.
To represent the emitter-crowding effect, a
new model (described in detail later) is introduced as a one-emitter finger transistor. As
actually fabricated transistors have multiemitter fi-ngers, the entire model is constructed
by arranging the model corresponding to a oneemitter finger in parallel. For example, fiveemitter finger transistor model is shown in
Fig.3, which has the following features.
(a) As the basic transistor(Qe) which corresponds to the one-emitter finger, is put in
parallel with the collector buried layer
resistance Rc(buried) and collector-substrate
capacitance(Crr), the correct bias condition of
each basic transistor is expressed accurately.
(b) The Qe consists of intrinsic (Qint) and
extrinsic (Qex) parts to exPress the emittercrowding effect.
(c) The Qint and Qex are described by GummelPoon model which includes the high i-njection
effect as well as the early effect.
To reduce the number of Gummel-Poon model parameters, the inverse high injection effect parameters in Qint and Qex are neglected, because for
our purpose transj-stors should not be biased in
the regi-on where this effect occurs. Parameters
are derived from two-dimensional analysis and
measurements of transistor characteristics.
SPICE simulation results of this model are
shown in Fig.4 in comparison with experimental
results; 'r!trf- vs. Ic characteristics for V,-o,= 1,
and 3 V. Simulated results agree very well with
experimental data.
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Fig.5 Three basic circult techni-ques (a) Y2cr
(c) modified NTL
(b) series-gated ECL
Circuit Design
As basic circuit techniques, an nZCL , a
series-gated ECL and a modified NTL3) are adopted.
These circuits are shonrn in Fig.5.
)
(a) An E'CL is used for 2 or 4 input 0R/N0R
circuits to minimize the Fan-In coefficient.
(b) An exclusive-OR/NOR, a decision circuit
and flip-flops
are constructed by a seriesgated ECL structure to realLze low power
dissipation and high-speed operation.
(c) Futhermore, a modif ied NTL conf i-guration
is i-ntroduced, which was already described in
detail in reference (3).
To obtain a faster transition time, open
collector output devices are also fabricated in
addition to conventional open emitter output
devices for each function.
For a circuit design example, a ne\il D-type
(F/F) configuration is
master-s1ave flip-flop
shown in Fig.6, which consists of clock buffer
(a) , master F/F (b), slave E/F (c), output
buffer (d), and voltage supply parts. The difference between this circuit and a conventional ECL
D-type master-slave FIF is the adoption of the
clock and output buffers. Stable and fast circuit
operation is achieved up to the multi-Gbit/s
region by the following points.
(1) The utilization
driving
of differential
for FIF switching by using a clock buffer.
(2) The reduction of internal logic swing to
450 mV in F/F.
(3) The adoption of a large switching current
of 18 mA for the output buffer to reshape
waveform and to assure a fast transition time.
The power dissipation of this chip is 525 mtr{ and
its size is I mm X 1.25 mm.

Fig.6 Circuit configuration of D-type masterslave flip-flop
(a)c1oek buffer
(b)master flip-flop
(c)slave flip-flop
(d)output buffer
Table I

Measured

transition rime (10-902) of

family at 2

output
type

l'unct 1on

2-1n and 4-1n 0R/N0R gate

0.c.
.
0.c.
0.E.
0.c.
0. E.
0. c.
0.8.
0.E.
0. c.
0.8.
0.8

EX-0R/N0R gate

Level converter
M-S F/F wlth

Clk buf.

F/F wlth R,S
Dectslon clrcult
l/8 otvlder
M-S

the

GHz

tr
tf
(psec)
130
150

t40
150

I30
t50
90

I50
150

90

I40

130
t00
140
150
130
130
90
150
150
90
140

power
(mW)

229
229
279

223
237
239

588
525
s 10

608
884

and tf are always less than 150 ps with an input
of 2 GHz and a load of 50 ohm. For the F/V
having open collector outputs, 90 ps is obtained.
All devices are guaranteed to be error free up
to 2 Gbit/s. This maximum error free operation
bit-rate is limited by measurement tools.
Concerning the maximum operating frequency, 5.5
GHz is obtained for a 1/8 divider. The waveform
of a l/8 divider at 5.5 GIlz is shown in Fig.7.

Application
To verify the performance of the faurily, a
4-I multiplex / t-+ demultiplex circuit is constructed using packaged chips. The logic diagram
is shown in Fig.8. In the multiplexing part, 4
parallel input signals are selected by a 2_input
NOR gate which is activated one after another by
using a different phase clock signal wLth a 257.

Characteristics of this IC family
The transition time (10 - 907.) obtained for
several circuits are listed in Table 1. The tr
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duty ratio. These signals are multiplexed by the
4 input NOR gate, then the D-type master-slave
F/F regenerates the 4 times faster serial signal.
In the deurultiplexing part, 4 D-type F/Fs are
triggered one after another by using clock
signals that are L/+ speed. Then, the faster
serial signal is demultiplexed to 4 origlnal
si-gnals.

Figure. 9(a) shows the 3.2 Gbit/s multiplexed
waveform for 800 Mbit/s pseudo-random data
inputs, which have good eye-opening. A transj-tion
time of about 90 ps ls obtained. These results
indicate that the family is of sufficiently
superior performance for the terrninal equipment
of a future optical fiber transmission system.
Futhermore, the circuit can operate error free
at up to 4 Gbit/s . This error free operation is
confirmed by using demultiplexed data. The
multiplexed waveform at 4 Gbit/s i.s shown in
Fig.9(b), which has a good eye-opening. Thls
guarantees an operation of 4 Gbit/s for this
familv.

Fig.7 I.rlaveform of a L/B divider at 5.5

A Si bipolar multi-Gbit/s logic family with
50 ohm load driving capability has been developed.
To obtain high performance, a Super Self-aligned
process Technology(sSt) is adopted.
To predict circuit performance and to optmize
circui-t parameters and transistor size ' a
highly accurate transistor model is introduced.
Futhermore, the new circuit configuration is
designed for multi-Gbit/s use.
The fanily operates at uP to about 4 Gbit/s
and will be applicable to a future optical fiber
transnission systen etc .
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Fig.8 Logic diagram of a multi/demultiplexer
using this family
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Fig.9 Multiplexed waveforms

